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Abstract. A proxy signature scheme is useful and convenient because it allows a proxy signer to sign a message on 
behalf of an entity. This study proposes a novel efficient proxy signature scheme for mobile devices using bilinear 
pairings. The computational cost of the proposed signature scheme is extremely low, and the length of the proposed 
signature is limited. In addition, our scheme does not require a special hash function, namely the Map-To-Point hash 
function. We also show that the proposed scheme is secure against adaptive chosen message attacks under a random 
oracle. 
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1. Introduction 
With the rapid development of electronic and 

wireless technology, mobile devices have gradually 
emerged and are widely used in everyday life. Mobile 
devices are extremely convenient tools that enable 
people to access sensitive information anywhere and 
at any time using unsecured wireless networks. 
However, the convenience of these devices has 
resulted in a number of problems. The main problem 
that should be addressed is the low computing 
capacity of typical mobile devices, which is 
insufficient to execute heavy cryptosystems. Thus, an 
efficient and strong cryptosystem suitable for low-
computing mobile devices is urgently required.  

Proxy signature schemes are useful and convenient 
because they allow an entity to delegate his/her 
signing power to a designated proxy signer. This 
proxy signer can then sign messages on behalf of the 
original signer. According to the delegation type, 
proxy signature schemes can be divided into the 
following three categories: full delegation, partial 
delegation, and delegation by warrant schemes. Full 
delegation means that the entity provides his/her 
private key to the proxy signer. Partial delegation 
means that the entity can generate and send a secret 
proxy key to the proxy signer; however, this key does 
not compromise the private key of the entity. 
Delegation by warrant means that the entity can 

allocate a warrant, which specifies the delegation 
information to the proxy signer. After delegation, the 
proxy signer can sign messages according to the 
warrant. Evidently, delegation by warrant is superior 
to the other delegation types. The concept of a proxy 
signature was proposed by Mambo et al. [1] in 1996. 
Subsequently, numerous proxy signature schemes 
have been proposed [2-10].  

Bilinear pairings, namely the Weil pairing and the 
Tate pairing of algebraic curves, are used to evaluate 
discrete logarithm problems during the initial stage 
[11]. Numerous studies have determined that bilinear 
pairings can be used to construct new cryptosystems. 
Consequently, many cryptosystems have been 
proposed in recent years. The first signature scheme to 
employ bilinear pairings was proposed by Boneh et al. 
(known as the BLS scheme) [12]. The primary benefit 
of this scheme is that the length of the signature is 
approximately half that of a standard signature while 
providing a similar level of security. However, this 
scheme requires a special one-way hash function 
called a Map-To-Point hash function. This special 
one-way hash function is probabilistic and generally 
inefficient. Zhang et al. [13] proposed an efficient 
short signature scheme without the Map-To-Point 
function. This scheme has fewer pairing operations 
compared to the BLS scheme. They also proposed a 
ring signature scheme and a proxy signature scheme 
based on their proposed short signature scheme. 
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Subsequently, Lu et al. [14, 15] and Wang et al. [16] 
proposed a proxy signature scheme using pairings, 
respectively [14-16]. These two schemes are efficient, 
but both of them require the Map-To-Point hash 
function. 

This study proposes an efficient short-proxy 
signature scheme for mobile devices. The 
computational costs of the proposed signature scheme 
are extremely low, and the signature length is limited. 
Thus, the proposed scheme is suitable for the mobile 
environment. We also verify the security of the 
proposed scheme against adaptive chosen message 
attacks under a random oracle.  

In section 2, we review the bilinear pairings. 
Section 3 introduces our proposed scheme. Security 
analysis and a comparison are given in section 4 and 
section 5.. 

2. Bilinear pairings 
Let G1 and G2 be a cyclic additive group and a 

cyclic multiplicative group, and let e: 211 GGG →×  be 
a pairings function satisfying the following properties, 
where G1 and G2 have the same prime order q.  

1. Bilinearity: For all P1, P2, Q1, Q2∈G1 and a, 
𝑏 ∈ 𝑍𝑞∗ , e(aP1, bQ1) = e(P1, Q1)ab = e(abP1, 
Q1) = e(P1, abQ1), e(P1 + P2, Q1) = e(P1, 
Q1)•e(P2, Q1), e(P1, Q1 + Q2) = e(P1, 
Q1)•e(P1, Q2). 

2. Non-degenerate: There exists P1∈G1, such 
that e(P1, P1)≠1. 

3. Computable: For all P1, Q1∈G1, it is easy to 
compute e(P, Q). 

3. Our proposed scheme 
This section introduces the proposed proxy 

signature scheme. The proposed scheme consists of 
six algorithms: system setup, key extract, delegation 
generation, delegation verification, proxy signature 
generation and proxy signature verification 
algorithms. Before presenting our scheme, we first 
describe the notations in Table 1.  

Table 1. Notations 

Notation Descriptions 

xO, PO private key and public key of the original 
signer 

xp, Pp private key and public key of the proxy 
signer 

m Message 

mw Warrant 

sO, sp delegation and the proxy signature  

e bilinear pairings function 

H1, H2 one-way hash functions 
 

Details of each algorithm are described as follows. 
System setup: Let G1 and G2 be the additive and 
multiplicative group of the same prime order q, where 
P is the generator of G1. At the beginning, the system 
computes e(P, P) and then chooses a bilinear pairings 
function 211: GGGe →×  and two hash functions 

qZZH →:1  and qZGZZH →×× 12 : . Next, the system 
parameters {G1, G2, e, q, e(P, P), P, H1, H2} are 
published and can be gained by anyone. 
Key extract: The original signer computes its 
corresponding public key PO = xOP, where 

11 −≤≤ qxO  is his/her chosen private key. The proxy 
signer also generates his/her private/public key pair 
(xp, Pp = xpP), where 11 −≤≤ qx p . Both of them 
publish their public keys. 
Delegation generation: When an original signer wants 
to delegate his/her signing power to the proxy signer, 
the original signer first makes a warrant mw that is an 
explicit description of the delegation relation. The 
original signer checks whether (H1(mw)+xO) is the 
same as the order q. If they are identical, the original 
signer appends a redundancy bit to this warrant mw. 
After that, the original signer computes  

P
xmH

s
Ow

O +
=

)(
1

1
.  (1) 

Next, the original signer sends (mw, sO) to the proxy 
signer via a secure channel.  
Delegation verification: Upon receiving (mw, sO), the 
proxy signer can verify its validity by checking the 
following equation: 

),(?))(,( 1 PPePPmHse OwO =+ . (2) 

If it holds, sO is accepted, so the proxy signer 
computes R = xpPO; otherwise, the proxy signer rejects 
sO. After that, the proxy signer publishes R as his/her 
public parameter. 
Proxy signature generation: When the proxy signer 
wants to sign the message m on behalf of the original 
signer, the proxy signer first checks whether H2(m, mw, 
R)+xp is the same as the prime order q. If they are the 
same, the proxy signer appends a redundancy bit to 
the message. After that, the proxy signer computes  

O
pw

p s
xRmmH

s
+

=
),,(

1

2
,  (3) 

and then sends (m, mw, sp) to the verifier. Note that sp 
is the proxy signature. 
Proxy signature verification: After receiving (m, mw, 
sp), the verifier can verify the proxy signature sp by 
computing the following equation: 

⋅++ ),,()(,( 21 RmmHPmHRse wpwp
 

),(?)))(( 1 PPePPmH Ow =+⋅ . (4) 

If it holds, the verifier accepts the proxy signature sp; 
otherwise, the proxy signature sp is rejected by the 
verifier. 
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4. Security analyses 
This section gives the security proof of the 

proposed proxy signature scheme under the random 
oracle. The proposed scheme is secure against the 
adaptive chosen message attack with the assumption 
of the Collusion Attack Algorithm with k traitors 
problem (k-CAA problem) [17, 18]. In an adaptive 
chosen message attack, an adversary can obtain many 
valid signatures for arbitrary messages of his/her 
choice. He/she then forges a valid signature using 
these signatures. In the following, we introduce the k-
CAA problem.  

Assumption 1. The k-CAA (Collusion Attack 
Algorithm with k traitors) problem. 
Given {P, sP, e1, e2, …, en, 

P
es

P
es

P
es n+++

1,...,1,1
21

}, it is hard 

to compute P
es +

1 , where 

}.,...,,{ 21 neeee∉  
Next, we define the proxy model for the proxy 

signature scheme. Derived from previous definitions 
related to the proxy signatures addressed in [19-26], 
we give the security model for the proxy signature 
scheme as follows. In this security model, the 
adversaries can be divided into three types. 

Type I: The adversary only has the public key of 
the original and proxy signers. 

Type II: In this type, the adversary has not only the 
public key of the original and proxy signers, but also 
the private key of the proxy signer. He/she wants to 
masquerade as the original signer to generate a 
delegation on his/her chosen warrant. 

Type III: The adversary has not only the public key 
of the original and proxy signers, but also the private 
key of the original signer. Besides, he/she also owns 
the original signer’s delegation. He/she wants to 
masquerade as a proxy signer to generate a signature 
on his/her chosen message. 

It is obvious that if the proxy signature can 
withstand the type II and type III adversaries, our 
proposed scheme also can withstand the type I 
adversary. According to the type II and type III 
adversary, we define the following games to prove that 
the proposed proxy signature is secure against the 
adaptive chosen message attack.  

Definition 1. Let AII be the type II adversary. In the 
following game, AII interacts with the Challenger C. 
We say that the proxy signature scheme can withstand 
the type II adversary if it has a negligible probability 
of success under the random oracle model.  

Setup. Given the secure parameters, C runs this 
algorithm to obtain the public system parameters and 
the privacy and public key pairs (xO, YO), (xP, YP) of 
the original signer and the proxy signer.  

H1 Hash queries. In this query, AII can request the 
hash value on any chosen warrant. Then, C responds 
to AII with the hashed warrant. 

Delegation signature queries. AII can request a 
signature on his/her chosen warrant. After that, C 
returns a signature σ  on this queried warrant. 

Output. AII outputs a valid wm and its corresponding 
delegation 'σ  which has never been queried.  

Definition 2. Let AIII be the type III adversary. In the 
following game, AIII interacts with the Challenger C. 
We say that the proxy signature scheme can withstand 
the type III adversary if it has a negligible probability 
of success under the random oracle model.  

Setup. Given the secure parameters, C runs this 
algorithm to obtain the system public parameters and 
the privacy and public key pairs (xO, YO), (xP, YP) of 
the proxy signer and the public key of the original 
signer. Moreover, the original signer gives the type II 
adversary a valid delegation.  

H2 Hash queries.  In this query, AIII can request the 
hash value on any chosen warrant and obtained 
message. Then, C returns it to AIII. 

Proxy signature queries. AIII can request a proxy 
signature on his/her chosen message. After that, C 
returns a proxy signature σ  on this queried message. 
Output. AIII outputs a valid m' and its corresponding 
proxy signature 'σ  which has never been queried.  

Now we have the following theorems to show that the 
proposed scheme is secure against the type II 
adversary and type III adversary.   

Theorem 1. Suppose that the type II adversary AII can 
request at most qH1 H1 hash queries and 
qD delegation queries. If the type II 
adversary AII -(t,ε) can break our 
scheme, there also exists an algorithm C-
(t', ε' )that can solve the k-CAA problem, 

where t' = t and εε ⋅≥ Dq

H

D

q
q )('

1

.  

▼Proof. We will show that the proposed scheme is 
secure against type II adversary AII in this theorem. In 
this theorem, we construct an algorithm C that makes 
use of the type II adversary AII to solve the k-CAA 
problem. Note that C maintains an empty hash list H1-
list to store the tuple (mwi, H(mwi)) if the AII asks the 
H1 hash query. 

H1 Hash queries: H1 Hash queries can generate and 
return the hashed warrant H1(mwi) to AII if the AII 
requests. For each request (mwi), C first checks 
whether mwi exists in the H1-list. If it holds, C returns 
H(mwi) to AII. Otherwise, C randomly chooses hi *qZ∈ , 
and then adds a tuple (mw, hi) to H1-list, set hi = 
H1(mwi). Next, hi is returned to the adversary AII. 
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Delegation queries: In this query, AII requests C to 
generate the delegation on his/her chosen warrant mwi 
and then returns it to AII. If mwi exists in H1-list, C 

returns P
xmH

s
Ow

O +
=

)(
1

1
. Otherwise, C aborts the 

simulation and returns a “failure” message. 

Output: After all the above queries, AII outputs the 
delegation sO on a warrant mwi, which satisfies the 
following verification equation: 

),(?))(,( 1 PPePPmHse OwO =+ . (5) 

Now, we analyze the advantage of C in this game. 
In the H1 hash query, the success probability of AII is 

1H

D
q
q , so for all delegation oracle queries, the success 

probability of AII is .)('
1

εε ⋅≥ Dq

H

D
q
q ▲ 

Theorem 2. Suppose that the type III adversary AIII 
can request at most qH2 H2 hash queries 
and qPS proxy signature queries. If the 
type III adversary AIII -(t,ε) can break 
the proposed scheme, there also exists an 
algorithm C-(t', ε') that can solve the k-
CAA problem, where t' = t and 

εε ⋅≥ PSq
H

PS
q
q )('

2

. 

▼Proof. In the following, we prove that the proposed 
scheme is secure against type III adversary AIII if the 
k-CAA problem cannot be solved. Like theorem 1, we 
construct an algorithm C that makes use of the type III 
adversary AIII to solve the k-CAA problem. Note that 
the adversary C also maintains an empty hash-list  
H2-list to store the tuple (mi, H2(mi, mw, R)) if the AIII 
asks the H2 hash query.  

H2 Hash queries: This query is used to generate and 
return the hashed triplet (mi, mw, R) to AIII if AIII makes 
H2 hash queries on the message mi. When AIII makes 
this query on the message mi, C first checks whether 
mi exists in the H2-list. If it exists there, C sends 
H2(mi, mw, R) back AIII. Otherwise, C chooses a 
random hi *qZ∈  and then adds a tuple (mi, hi) to the  
H2-list, and sets hi = H2(mi, mw, R). After that, C 
returns hi to AIII. 

Proxy signature queries: AIII makes a request C to 
generate the proxy signature on his/her chosen 
message mi. If mi exists in the H2-list, C returns 

O
pw

p s
xRmmH

s
+

=
),,(

1

2
. Otherwise, C aborts the 

simulation and returns a “failure” message. 

Output: After all the above queries, AIII outputs the 
proxy signature on his/her chosen message m, which 
satisfies the following verification equation: 

),,()(,( 21 RmmHPmHRse wpwp ++

),(?)))(( 1 PPePPmH Ow =+⋅ . 

Now, we analyze the advantage of C in this game. In 
the H2 hash query, the success probability of AIII is 

2H

PS

q
q , so for all proxy signature queries, the success 

probability of AIII is εε ⋅≥ PSq
H

PS
q
q )('

2

.▲ 

5. Comparison 
In this section, we compare the proposed scheme 

with other related schemes regarding the delegation 
length, proxy signature length, pre-computation proxy 
signature length, computational costs of delegation, 
delegation verification, proxy signature generation, 
and proxy signature verification. For comparison, we 
included the schemes developed in the following 
studies: Zhang et al. [13], Lu et al. [14], and Wang et 
al. [16]. Let |l| be the bit length of an element in G1, 
and let n be the number of messages signed by the 
proxy signer. We first define the notations that are 
used to analyze efficiency.  

Tm:  the time for performing a modular multiplication 
operation 

Tb:  the time for performing a bilinear pairing 
operation 

Ts:  the time for performing a point multiplication 
operation 

Th:  the time for performing a hash function 
TH: the time for performing a Map-To-Point hash 

function 

The inverse and the point addition operations 
[27−30] are much lower than the Map-To-Point hash 
function, the point multiplication operation and the 
pairings operation, so this study does not consider 
these two operations in our efficiency analysis. 
Table 2 shows the computational costs between point 
multiplication and bilinear pairing operations on a 
Philips HiPerSmart smartcard with a maximum clock 
speed of 36 MHz and a Pentium IV desktop computer 
with a maximum clock speed of 3GHz, which were 
reported in [30]. Based on Table 2, one can observe 
that the computational effort required to execute one 
pairing operation is approximately equal to three times 
of computational effort to execute one point 
multiplication operation. 

Table 2. Computational costs of point multiplication and 
bilinear pairing operations on a 36 MHz Philips HiPerSmart 
smartcard and a 3GHz Pentium IV computer [30] 

Device Point Multiplication 
Operation 

Bilinear Pairing 
Operation 

36 MHz 
Smartcard 0.13 s 0.38 s 

3GHz 
Computer 1.17 ms 3.16 ms 
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The computational complexity of the delegation is 
first discussed. In the proposed scheme, the original 
signer requires only Ts+Th to generate the delegation. 
The delegation verification cost for the proxy signer is 
Ts+Tb+Th. Thereafter, the proxy signer requires Ts to 
generate and publish R = xpPpub. However, R = xpPpub 
only requires one computation and can be pre-
computed. Next, consider the complexity of the proxy 
signature. In the proposed scheme, the proxy signer 
requires nTs+nTh to generate all proxy signatures on 
his/her chosen messages. After receiving the proxy 
signature, the verifier requires Tb+3Ts+2Th to verify 

the validity of each proxy signature. Comparisons are 
shown in Table 3. In terms of signature length usage in 
one session, one can discover that our signature 
scheme only requires 2|l|, which is the shortest length 
among existing schemes as shown in item E4 of 
Table 3. In terms of performance efficiency, the 
comparison results in items E5-E9 of Table 3 indicate 
that the proposed proxy signature scheme is one of the 
most efficient solutions. In addition, the proposed 
scheme is secure and does not require the Map-To-
Point hash function as shown in items E10-E11 of 
Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The comparison among proxy signature schemes  

 Zhang et al. 
[13] 

Lu et al. 
[14] 

Wang et al. 
[16] Our scheme 

E1 |l| 2|l| |l| |l| 
E2 2|l| 2|l| 2|l| 2|l| 

E3 2|l| |l| 2|l| |l| 

E4 3|l| 3|l| 3|l| 2|l| 

E5 Ts+Th Ts+Tm+Th Ts+TH Ts+Th 

E6 2Tb+Ts+Th 2Ts+Th 2Tb+TH Tb+Ts+Th 

E7 Ts Tm Ts Ts 

E8 3nTs+2nTh nTm+nTH 2nTs+nTh nTs+nTh 
E9 2Tb+2Ts+2Th 2Tb+Ts+TH+Th 3Tb+Ts+TH+Th Tb+3Ts+2Th 

E10 Secure Unsecure Secure Secure 
E11 No Yes Yes No 

E1: the delegation length. E2: the proxy signature length. E3: the proxy signature length under pre-computation. E4: the total 
length required for one session with pre-computation technique. E5: the computation cost of the delegation generation. E6: the 
computation cost of the delegation verification. E7: the computation cost of the proxy key generation. E8: the computation cost 
of the proxy signature generation. E9: the computation cost of the proxy signature verification for each signature. E10: Security. 
E11: Map-To-Point hash function. 

 

6. Conclusions 
This study proposed a new efficient proxy 

signature scheme without the Map-To-Point hash 
function. The security of our scheme is based on 
bilinear pairings. We also verified the security of the 
proposed proxy signature scheme before comparing 
the proposed scheme with other related works. The 
comparison results showed that the proposed scheme 
was the most efficient solution; thus, the proposed 
scheme is more suitable for mobile devices with less 
computing power. 
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